Ancestral Wisdom and Power
Discovering	
  the	
  Shamanic	
  Traditions	
  of	
  our	
  Ancestors
The Ancestors hold luminous medicine bundles of ancient wisdom for us. They are
knocking at our doors, streaming into our dreams, asking us to come, relight the fires, sit
in circle with them, and dance the ancient dances of healing and renewal.
As our protectors, teachers and guardians, shamans know that the Ancestors are sources
of great healing wisdom. They create a bridge to our future by giving us knowledge of
the strands that make up our life’s tapestry.
We are who we are largely because of the ancestors who came before us and left their
traces inside us. Our blood and spiritual ancestors are often still influencing our lives
because we came from them – even if we have yet to discover who they are.
In order to be fully present and live our destiny and desires, we need to understand our
ancestors so we can have knowledge of the fibers that make us who we are.
We each have an enormous spiritual heritage we will access and embrace through deep
shamanic practices in the Vosges Mountains of France. Ancestral knowledge is never
completely lost. Everything that has ever been known is available and waiting for us in
the worlds of spirits.
Ancestral shamanism involves shamanic tracking and reconnecting with biological,
spiritual and animal ancestors. We will discover ancestral teachings of Mongolia, Europe,
North America, Africa and the Mayan and view rare film footage of Mongolian shamans
in sacred ceremony.
On an in-depth level you will
• activate your ancestral memory and journey between the worlds
• receive an individual crystal divination with Beth Beurkens
• learn to work with your ancient animal ancestor
• receive “prescriptions” for your own personal healing from your deep ancestor
• create and activate an ancestor spirit house
• participate in ancestral fire divination ceremony
• travel in the celestial spirit canoe
Come to France this summer – home of the earliest prehistoric shamanic art. Enjoy the
nature preserve and great cuisine!

